Engaged Employee Experience

Atos Engaged Employee Experience Platform
Platforms
(Technology)

Places

VALUES

PLATFORMS

ENGAGEMENT

Enabling Employees

Designing a workplace that drives engagement with
Experience Design, Agile Transformation, Change &
Adoption – all in a data-driven consultative approach
from change to enablement.

Collaboration
Reimagined

Employee
Experience
Mastering Employee
Experiences

Engaging Employees

Employee Engagement Services

Design & Adoption

Empowering employees with modern
collaboration tools, platforms and workﬂow
automation. Enabling real-time collaboration
and fostering Citizen Developers to remove
information silos and drive productivity.

People
(Culture)

Safe and Smart Physical Spaces

Turn a daily grind into an engaging experience with Voice of
the Employee, superior service delivery, focused on the
employee’s points of need for safer and smarter workspaces
and campus facilities.

Secure
Flexible Working
Revolutionizing how we handle workplace
management with modern management
tools, Device-as-a-Service delivery and
Zero-Trust security best practices all
wrapped into one seamless approach.

Digital Inclusion & Accessibility
We bridge the gap between humans and the digital world to enable everyone to achieve
their full potential through an end-to-end Inclusive User Experience (IUX) leveraging a
range of accessible, assistive technology services.

Transform the physical workspace into a safe environment for
frictionless collaboration with smart meeting rooms,
intelligent capacity management, and smart building
technologies.

Proactive &
Data-Driven
Putting data at the heart of the employee
experience with data-driven analytics to
understand journeys and get insights
which we commit to with outcome-based
management e.g. with XLAs.

Intelligent
Care Center
Embedding real-time intelligence at the
heart of end user care. A new generation
of users requires a new support experience. We take an omnichannel approach
to supporting them wherever they are,
whatever their devices are.

Decarbonized Workplace
Whether as a consulting project, or as part of a DLA (Decarbonization Level Agreement)
baked into a long-term contract, we’ll work with you to help reduce and oﬀset carbon in
your workplace services.

